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The Department of Theatre, Dance, and Film presents the fourth annual...

Creative Writers Festival
Friday, March 17 & Saturday, March 18 at 7PM

Admission is free, but you must reserve a ticket online or through the Box Office
Meet in the main lobby of the Smith Center for the Arts

A festival of original works written, directed, and performed by students in unconventional spaces

providence.edu/theatre  -  401.865.2218
If you are a person with a disability and require an assistive device, service, or other accommodation to participate in this event, please contact the Central Reservations Coordinator at 401.864.2070 Monday- Friday from 8:30 to 4:30 PM well in advance of the event.
Note:
I think our responsibility, as teachers and as artists, is to help our students to develop their voices and to give our colleagues a platform from which to share their work. I’m so thrilled that so many talented women chose to share their stories (six of the seven pieces were written by women), and I’m equally thrilled that women are directing and acting in tonight’s festival in numbers that (I imagine) far exceed the traditional gender ratio in the professional theater. We only grow when we tell everyone’s story, and we only learn when we listen. I’m glad to step out of the way and let these artists speak for themselves.

Dave Rabinow, Curator for the Creative Writers Festival

Special Thanks
Jimmy Calitri, Ali Boyd, Susan Werner, and the entire TDF Department; Jonathan Coppe and Sabrina Guilbeault, for going the extra mile to make the CWF happen; every student who submitted work, acted, or staged a play: every act of creation is an act of resistance to destruction, and I’m proud to share your voices.

Please note:
This production’s locations will move. Please be sure to follow the actors and House Managers when prompted. Locations of each piece are included.
THE IDEA OF YOU by Julia Zygiel
Directed by Jonathan Coppe
Man: Brian Kozak
Woman: Sabrina Guilbeault
Location: in front of Bowab Studio Theatre doors

RED SHEETS by Maggie Burke
Directed by Sabrina Guilbeault
Woman: Jennifer Dorn
Location: Lower Lobby (near stairs)

STAY by Gabriella Sanchez
Directed by Gabriella Sanchez
Woman: Sabrina Guilbeault
Location: Ground floor landing, near Music wing

WHOS LOOKING BACK [EXERPT]
by Veronica Murphy
Directed by Gaby DeParis
Maggie: Veronica Murphy
Reflection: Amanda Piechota
Location: TBD

ARIADNE by Jonathan Coppe
Directed by Thomas Edwards
Narrator: Jonathan Coppe
Nigel: Dan Carroll
Woman: Gabriella Sanchez
Location: Greenroom
MELODY FALLING by Molly Turban
Directed by Jonathan Coppe
Woman: Julia Zygiel
Location: Alcove leading to Scene Shop

CARROTS & CAPRI SUN by Hannah Allbright
Directed by Sabrina Guilbeault
Cast: Mireya Lopez and Julia Zygiel
Location: Main Lobby

House Managers: Joanna McDonough and Emily Clark
Poster & Archive Photography: Gabi Dess
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COMING UP NEXT
INTO THE WOODS
music and lyrics by Stephen Sondheim
book by James Lapine
Angell Blackfriars Theater April 7-9 & 21-23
Fridays & Saturdays at 8 pm; Sundays at 2 pm

SPRING DANCE CONCERT
Angell Blackfriars Theater April 29 at 2 pm & 8 pm

STUDENT FILM FESTIVAL
Angell Blackfriars Theater May 4th at 7pm

TICKETS: Monday - Friday 1:30 pm-5pm
401.865.2218 or online at providence.edu/theatre